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The image on this hammered beaker is present on many artifacts found in Lambayeque, a 

northwestern region of Peru, where Moche and Chimu cultures blossomed.  This gold beaker 

belonging to the Mead Art collection is almost identical to other images identified as Chimu.   

The image on this beaker refers to the legend of Naymlap, a half god half man hero of Chimu 

culture.  Miguel Cabello de Valboa chronicle of the story of Nylamp in 1586 is the closest version 

available on the subject.  The story goes that Naymlap arrived with masses of people on wooden 

rafts by sea on the coast of Lambayeque and became a powerful leader of a dynasty.  This 

dynasty was later controlled by his descendants.  In all the depictions of Naymlap, he is 

represented with wings.  Because of his great power and leadership, the legend of Naymlap 

goes that he (and his lineage) descended from birds and that when he died he flew up to the 

sky.   

It is significant that Naymlap can also be found on similar beakers and on tumis (ceremonial 

knives) in the artifacts left over from the Moche culture, a culture that is closely related to the 

Chimu as they resided in the same region of Peru.  The Moche used tumis to offer human 

sacrifices, and there is scientific evidence that beakers, similar to this artifact, once also held 

human blood. It is thus probable that this beaker had a similar ritual use for the Chimu.  

Written by Sarah Perez, class of 2011. 
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